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In this unit:
January is time to get back to business! Snowman math is the 

perfect unit to do just that! These math centers scaffold 
concepts previously reviewed in my other math units. There 

are 6 different math games/activities included.
1. Snowy is Missing! (identifying #s in a pattern)
2. Snowball Fight! (comparing 2 digit numbers)

3. My little book of story problems
4. The Smallest Snowman: Read the Room

5. Snowy Surveys
6. Snowman shoes (measuring)

Enjoy!



Snowy is Missing!
Help find Snowy the missing snowman! Look at 
the three snowmen and try to figure out the 

pattern (2s, 5s, or 10s). Then, you can find which 
Snowy belongs to which card.



Snowball Fight!
Each kid is holding a snowball with a number on it. Students 
shuffle the cards and make two equal piles. Students play 

“Snowball Fight!” the same way you play war. Each student flips 
a card at the same time and compares the two numbers. The 
person with the larger snowball number wins and keeps both 
cards. When all cards are gone, students count up who has 
more. That person is the winner! When students are finished, 
they will randomly choose 5 of their cards and put them in 

order from smallest to largest on the recording sheet. 
Shuffle and repeat!

vs.



Students complete their own book of story 
problems while showing their work and writing 

the number sentence.



Students walk around and find each card. They must 
look at all 3 numbers and determine which number is 
the smallest. They will record that number on their 
recording sheet! You can also have students find the 

largest or middle number.



Snowy Surveys:
Three easy snow-themed graphs to use 
whole group and then record individually 

and discuss.



This activity takes a little prep but is so 
much fun for the kids! Cut out the 
“snowman shoes” and tape different 

amounts around the room on the floor. 
Students will use the snowman measuring 
tools to determine how long each snowman 
walked and record on recording sheet. See 

example on the next page.





Other Math Centers:
If you like these seasonal math centers, see how you 

can save money when you buy the BUNDLE:

http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/First-Grade-Math-Centers-for-the-Whole-Year-1575731
http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/First-Grade-Math-Centers-for-the-Whole-Year-1575731


T hank You:
Thank you for purchasing my Snowman 
Math activities! I hope you and your 

students enjoy them in your classroom. 
For more ideas and freebies, feel free to 

visit me at:
http://thankgoditsfirstgrade.blogspot.com

Susan
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